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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2741-Isa did not care about the yells of the 
head of the Vingeans. 

She was only one step away from drawing the bow to a full circle. 

It was easy to draw the bow and launch a normal attack. 

However, activating its source power and delivering a shocking blow was very 
difficult. 

It had been so long, and it still had not been successful. 

The head of the Vingeans cursed while secretly recovering his numb hands. 

He wanted to stop Isa before she fully activated the bow’s source. 

As time passed by second by second, the head of the Vingeans’ curses 
disappeared suddenly. 

At the same time, his body also disappeared. 

Now that his hands had recovered, he held a black hammer and ran towards 
Elven Queen Isa in the valley. 

He was so fast that no one saw him. 

At this moment, Isa also drew the bow in her hand into a circle. 

Buzz! 

The whole world fell silent. 

The clear sky suddenly dimmed as if it had changed from noon to evening. 

Rumble! 

There was lightning and thunder in the sky and a strong wind on the ground. 

The strong wind attacked countless towering trees outside the valley. Some 
broke in half, and some pulled out with their 



roots and stems. 

Except for the leaders of the two clans, everyone was clutching their chests. 
They were breathing rapidly and were turning 

red. 

Even the head of the Vingeans, who had almost reached the valley’s 
entrance, stopped and stood there, looking solemnly 

at the bow in Isa’s hand. 

The other party had activated the bow’s source, and the arrow locked on him. 

However, it was different from before. 

He could feel the sting on his skin from a distance. 

The attack of this arrow was much stronger than the previous normal attack. 

In other words, they were not on the same level at all. 

The head of the Vingeans knew that any unnecessary words would be in vain. 

The only thing he could do was to use all his strength to block it. 

Otherwise, the Vingeans would suffer heavy losses. 

After pulling the bow into a full circle, Isa did not hesitate and released her 
right hand. 

Woosh! 

An almost transparent arrow left the bowstring and shot towards the target. 

Wherever it passed, layers of space collapsed. 

The head of the Vingeans shouted, “Hah!” 

The energy in his body soared to the extreme. 

Now was the time to show his power. 



If he was not careful, he might die here. 

He punched himself in the chest and spat out a large mouthful of blood, which 
sprayed on the hammer in his hand. 

Now, he felt dispirited. 

After absorbing the blood essence, the black hammer changed and increased 
dozens of times in size. 

A layer of dark light emanated from its surface. 

The head of the Vingeans threw the hammer in his hand towards the shocking 
arrow to deflect it. 

Otherwise, the Vingean elites behind them would be affected. 

The hammer also collapsed the void around him. 

Obviously, that was also a treasure. 

Both the Elves and the Vingeans had their sights set on the attacks. 

It was so fast they could not see but could feel the almost suffocating 
pressure. 

They could imagine the consequences once the two collided. 

Not just the valley but even the surrounding forests would be affected and 
become ruins. 

After Isa fired the arrow, she did not have the strength to stand still. 

She needed the support of the Elven warriors next to her. 

Her original idea was to activate the bow’s source and kill many Vingeans’ 
elites in one blow. 

I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2742-As for the head of the Vingeans, it might 
not be easy to kill him, but if she could hurt him seriously, that would be fine. 

However, Isa never expected that the Vingeans also had a treasure. 
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The pressure emanating from that big black hammer was equally terrifying. 

Although it was lesser than the Elves’ bow, it was still a dependable hammer. 

It could also be regarded as the bow and arrows’ nemesis. 

Isa was confident that this arrow could easily penetrate the head of the 
Vingeans’ body and kill most of the Vingeans’ 

elites behind him. 

However, she was not confident it could penetrate the mountain-like hammer. 

If they collided, the destructive power produced would be absolutely terrifying. 

The entire valley would vanish. 

“Quick! Get out of here!” Isa ordered weakly. 

The Elven warriors beside her also knew they should not stay. 

However, where could they go? 

There were tens of thousands of the Elves in the valley, and there was no way 
to escape. 

Outside the valley. 

“Go back! Quick, quick, quick! Go as far back as possible!” The head of the 
Vingeans roared sternly. 

However, no matter how much he yelled, it was useless because the arrow 
was about to collide with the black hammer. 

The situation exceeded the expectations of both sides. 

The head of the Vingeans did not expect that Elven Queen Isa would be so 
bold to use her last trump card. 

Isa did not expect the Vingeans to have such a big black hammer. 

At this point, both sides had no way out. 



Everyone tensed up and stared with fear, waiting for the collision to come. 

Just when the arrow and the hammer were about to come into contact, a pair 
of white and slender hands appeared 

suddenly. 

One hand grabbed the arrow, and the other hand flicked. 

Ding! 

The fingers came into contact with the big black hammer and flicked it away. 

The hammer fell back to the Vingeans’ side in the blink of an eye. 

“Ah!” 

The hammer smashed a deep, dark pit into the ground, and countless 
Vingean elites died before they could figure out 

what was happening. 

The sudden scene shocked the Elves and the Vingeans. 

Then, they saw a young man standing in the middle of the confrontation. 

He was holding the arrow in his right hand. 

The young man could hold such a powerful arrow without damage. 

How was this possible? 

Everyone’s eyes widened. 

They could not believe what they saw, including the head of the Vingeans and 
Elven Queen Isa. 

They were the strongest people of the two races, but even they would die or 
be seriously injured if they tried to catch this 

arrow. 

However, this person was holding the arrow in his hand just like this? 



How powerful was that man? 

Everyone present was utterly shocked, and their brains stopped working. 

When Isa saw the young man’s face clearly, a clap of thunder crashed in her 
brain. 

It was such a familiar face. 

She thought to herself, ‘T-That’s David! Impossible! How is David so strong? 

‘He caught the shocking arrow that I fired! 

‘Even a peak Deity can’t do it! 

‘Only a partial Overlord or above might be able to do so. 

‘Is David a partial Overlord? 

‘Is there such a young partial Overlord in Leila?’ Countless questions 
appeared in Isa’s mind. 

I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2743-Just as countless questions appeared in 
Isa’s mind, a familiar voice sounded in her ears. 

“Mother, are you okay?” 

Isa turned and saw that Evie had appeared beside her at some point. 

She was looking at her worriedly. 

When she saw Evie, Isa was sure that the person who had arrived was David. 

However, she still could not figure out how David could catch the shocking 
arrow with his bare hands. 

“I’m fine! Evie, is that David?” Although she was already sure, Isa still wanted 
to ask. 

‘Yes, it’s David.” Evie nodded. 

After receiving Evie’s answer, Isa finally relaxed completely. 



No matter how David did it, there was no doubt that he was on the Elves’ side. 

At this time, David stood there motionless and extremely surprised. 

The system automatically popped up when he held the shocking arrow that 
Isa had fired. 

[Sun Bow, one of the top three Ancient Weapons, has been detected. The 
host must obtain it. Sun Bow is one of the three 

keys to unlock the final evolution of the system. 

Currently, the host already has the God of Thunder Hammer. Once the host 
obtains Sun Bow and Sky-Splitting Ax, the 

final evolution of the system will start.] 

When David saw this, he was overjoyed. 

Unexpectedly, the Elven Queen had the Sun Bow. 

Indeed, one would search high and low, only to find it when least expected. 

He initially thought that it would take a lot of work to activate the final evolution 
of the system and it would take a long, long 

time to find the top three Ancient Weapons. 

However, he was prepared for that. 

After resolving Lufian’s threat, and after Celia and the others become 
Eternals, he would take everyone to travel in the 

universe. 

While he was at it, he would visit each civilization and look for the top three 
Ancient Weapons. 

If he found them, it would be best, but If he could not, he would let nature take 
its course. 

After all, the system did not specify where the three weapons were and could 
only detect them once David came into 



contact with them. 

The universe was so big. 

If he wanted to find all three Ancient Weapons, it would be even more difficult 
than finding a needle in a haystack. 

How long had it been? 

Now, he had not only found the God of Thunder Hammer in Star Kingdom, but 
he had even found Sun Bow. 

Finding both was such a surprise. 

After finding the two weapons, David’s heart suddenly became warm. 

However, he knew getting the Sky-Splitting Ax would take a lot of work. 

After calming down, David put the matter aside for the time being. 

He should solve the problem at hand first. 

After that, he would try to find a way to get the Sun Bow. 

It would be much easier now that Sun Bow was in the Elves’ possession. 

Although Sun Bow was the Elves’ greatest treasure, weren’t they surrounded 
by enemies? 

They could use the treasure to exchange for his permanent protection, a 
partial Heavenly Overlord. ’ 

As long as Elven Queen Isa was not stupid and had a sound mind, she would 
agree to this deal. 

“Luckily, I arrived in time. Otherwise, I don’t think many of you will be able to 
survive the power of this thing,” David said 

calmly. 

His voice also pulled the Elves and the Vingeans present back to their senses. 

 


